In this paper, we prove the decidability of the generation problem for those unification grammars which are based on contextfree phrase structure rule skeletons, like e.g. LFG and PATR-II. The result shows a perhaps unexpected asymmetry, since it is valid also for those unification grammars whose parsing problem is undecidable, e.g. grammars which do not satisfy the off-line parsability constraint. The general proof is achieved by showing that the space of the derivations which have to be considered in order to decide the problem for a given input is always restricted to derivations whose length is limited by some fixed upper bound which is determined relative to the "size" of the input.
Introduction
Unification Grammars with a context-free skeleton, like Lexical Fhnctional Grammar (LFG) and PATR-II (cf. e.g. Kaplan and Bresnan 1982, Shieber et al. 1983) assign to a sentence not only a constituent structure (c-structure), but also an additional linguistic entity. In the rather restricted grammars of the early stage this entity is identified with a special graph structure, commonly called feature structure.
Since a string is regarded as well-formed only if a (well-formed) feature structure is assigned to it by the grammar, two inverse decidability problems arise which had to be solved in order to know whether we can formulate terminating parsing and generation algorithms. If we retain the terminology of the early stages then an adequate parsing algorithm requires that we can decide for a given grammar and a given string whether there exists a feature structure assigned to it by the grammar (parsing problem) and an adequate generation algorithm requires that we can decide for a given grammar and a given feature structure whether there exists a sentence to which this structure is assigned by the grammar (generation problem). While we already know for a long time that the parsing problem is undecidable (cf. Kaplan and Bresnan 1982, Johnson 1988) , we want to show in this paper that the generation problem is decidable even for unrestricted (not off-line parsable) unification grammars. For the proof we first introduce in section 2 the type of grammar we want to consider. In section 3 we then define the generation problem and show its decidability in two steps.
Preliminaries
The unification grammars we want to consider consist of rules with a context-free skeleton and a set of annotations associated with the constituents mentioned in the rules. Typical examples taken from LFG and PATR-II are given in figure 1. For the for- mal definition of those grammars we reconstruct the annotations as formulas of a quantifier-free sublanguage of a classical first-order language with equality whose (nonlogical) symbols are given by a finite set of unary partial function symbols and a finite set of constants. For the translation of LFG and PATR-II annotations we regard the attributes (in figure 1: According to our definition the LFG rules in figure 1 are now expressed as depicted in (la) and the PATR-II rules as given in (lb). Note that the structure of the terms is now "mirror imaged", since we assume the attributes to be unary partial function symbols. In the definition we assume that the order of the arcs of a tree is encoded by numbering the arcs and that each node is identified with the sequence of integers numbering the arcs along the path from the 1The syntax and semantics of feature-description languages is given in the appendix.
2A literal is an atomic formula or the negation of an atomic formula. root (O) to that node. In our bracket notation we add to a constituent its root node as the right and its root node label as the left index. In order to be able to refer to the c-structure derivation and to the sequence of feature descriptions and to have access to the nodes which are substituted in each step of a derivation, we define for a derivation 7r three other sequences.
3. DEFINITION. Let ~r be a derivation of length n.
We In the following we write S" for S~_+n if the interval covers the whole derivation, i.e. if ~r is of length n.
Since a specific reduction algorithm and a few model-theoretic facts required in the proofs later on can be introduced by showing how satisfiability of such existential prenex formulas can be decided, we will continue with a short excursion on satisfiability. 3We use s [w] o to denote an S-rooted c-structure with yield w.
Satisfiability
In order to test whether for a given finite set of literals S of a feature-description language (2) (2) 3z~..zt A S (x~,.., zl) is satisfiable, we can exploit by skolemization wellknown test procedures available for quantifier-and variable-free sets of such literals. Let C be a set of Skolem-constants ([{xl, ..,xz}[ = ICl) and 0 be a bijective function from {Xl, .., xt} to C, then (2) can be tested by testing the set of literals (3) over L(C) 4 (2) and (3) are equi-satisfiable. In the following we complete the procedure by introducing a reduction algorithm that reduces a set of literals (3) according to a measure in a sequence of measure decreasing rewrite steps to a deductively equivalent set (4) (in reduced form)
which is satisfiable iff the terms 7-of all inequalities T ~ 7-of (4) do not occur as subterms in equations of (4).5
For the proof we first introduce a few definitions and some notation. Let 7-be the set of terms of a variable-free feature-description language L(C). Then an injective function m • [7-~ ~l*] is a measure iff it satisfies the following conditions for all T, T' • 7" and a • FI*:
(aT) <_ m(a'c').
For literals and sets of literals S we extend a measure m as usual by m((.~)7-~ 7-')= m(7-)+ m (7-') and re(S) = Era(C). Ces
In the following we use 7-~7-' iff m(7-) > m(7-') and 7-~7-' to denote ambiguously 7-~ 7-' or 7-~ ~ 7-. Let S be a set of literals then E denotes the set of all equations in S, 7-s the set of terms occurring in the formulas of S (7-s = {~-, 7-' [ ("~)7-~ 7-' • S}) and SUB(Ts) the set of all subterms of the terms in 7~
For the construction of a reduced form we need a specific partial choice function p which satisfies
if the specified set is nonempty and undefined otherwise.
6. DEFINITION. For a given finite set of literals S and a choice function p we define a sequence of sets
aThe feature-description language which in addition to L provides a distinct set of Skolem-constants C'. Cf. the appendix for more details.
~The algorithm is adapted from Statman 1977 and Knuth and Bendix 1970 and first applied to featuredescription languages by Beierle and Pletat (1988 
Since Sp is obviously not satisfiable if it contains an inequality T ~ 7 and 7 occurs as a subterm in Ep, the whole proof is completed by showing that we can construct a canonical model satisfying Sp if Sp does not contain such an inequality. For the model construction we need the set
T~p = {r e SUB(TE,) [ -~3T'(T ~T' e Ep)}
and the function h c E [SUB(7-Ep) ~ 7-~,] which is defined for each 7-e SUB(TE,) by
That h e is well-defined results of course from 7(ii). 
For Mp which is well-defined the following lemma holds:
PROOF. (By induction on the length of 7-.) The lemma is trivial for constants. By showing (i) before (ii) we get the induction step for a subterm fTof Ts, in both cases according to
We get .~p(7-) = hC(T) by inductive hypothesis and M(7-) = % since 7-¢ Hp would imply the existence of 6In order to verify 7(i) cf. e.g. 
,T'•SUB(TE,).
Since 7(ii) ensures 
The Generation Problem and its Decidability
Although it was not necessary for the definition of the sentences derivable by a unification grammar, we now have to make explicit that also a feature description is assigned to a sentence. Since deductively equivalent consistent feature descriptions are assumed to describe the same set of feature structures (models), the assignment of entities to terminal strings determined by a unification grammar is then formally given by a binary relation A between terminal strings and sets of classes of deductively equivalent feature descriptions [?Xl ..Xl ~) A (w, [3xl ..xl¢(xl,.., xl) The decidability of the generation problem alone ensures the existence of algorithms which terminate in any case with an output, although they might (of course) not be able to produce all possible solutions. Despite decidability, inputs can still be infinitely am-
In order to prove the decidability of the generation problem (theorem 13), we proceed in two steps. In the first step we show that we can always shorten a derivation of a sentence w with (consistent) feature description ¢ to a derivation of a sentence w' with feature description ¢' and ¢ -t~-¢' whose length is bounded by the "size" of ¢. By showing in the second step that two deductively equivalent consistent feature descriptions have the same "size" theorem 13 follows, since only a finite set of derivations (those whose length does not exceed this upper bound) have to be inspected in order to decide 3w • V~ (A(w, [¢])) for an arbitrary consistent input ¢.
Redundant Recursions and Pumping
For the proof that for a derivation of a sentence w with (consistent) feature description ¢ there always exists a short derivation of a sentence w' with feature description ¢' and ¢ -tt-¢' we exploit the fact that a c-structure may contain recursions of the form depicted in figure 2 whose corresponding subderivations in ~r are eliminable. Such recursions are called redundant.
DEFINITION. Let rr be a derivation of a sentence
uvzxy of length m + k + 1 whose c-structure derivation has the form ~O0.. 
t.dm..O.~rn-t-k..Wm-l-k-bl -~ OQn

7r~ = (s[ury]~, S) if j > m and 7rj+k = (s[uvrxy]~,S)
SWe assume here strong reversibility, since a generator is for a given input y simply a parser which operates on A-I: it recursively enumerates instead of {x I A(x ,y)} the set {x If we assume that a given derivation of a sentence is already shortened to a derivation without redundant recursions it remains to show that the length of such a derivation could not exceed the upper bound determined by the "size" of the derived feature description. The "size" of a consistent feature description is on the one hand determined by the size of its minimal model, and on the other hand determined by a normal form into which every feature description can be converted. The conversion is performed in two steps. In the first step, we eliminate as many variables as possible by substitution.
DEFINITION. If S(Xl,..,Xl) is a set of lit-
erals, then xi is eliminable in S(xl,..,xl) iff there is a term T not containing xi such that ~-3zl..x~(A S(Xl, .., ~) ~ z~ = r).
NOTATION. In the following we write S[x~, .., xz]
iff each xi is not eliminable in S.
17. DEFINITION. We assign to a set of literals S' (x~,..,x~,x~,. .,X~k) a set R(S') which contains a set S [x~,..,xt] 
.,~] = S'[O]?
By the substitutivity theorem we get: (Xl,.., xl,X~l,.., 
LEMMA. If SfXl, .., xl] E R(S'
x~k)) then 2x~ ..x~k(A S -A S').
In the second step, we make the set of literals independent, i.e. we remove those literals which are implied by the remaining subset.
~T (x~,..,xt) But then there must be at least three recursions such that and (S n s~+~_~+~+~+z) G ($8~ ~ s~\~+.+~+~_~.).
We can then assign to each recursion 7rm+l...Trrn+k 
~).
But then x, and x~.~ must be ground eliminable as in (f). Since a recursion of type (a-c) is not redundant if it contains terms T or T' such that T is not reducible in terms of x, and r' is not reducible in terms of x~.~ and ~-or T ~ are used to eliminate x, and x, ~, there must be at least one recursion 7r,~+l...Trm+k such that and 0 still follows either by ground inferences or due to the properties of (b) and (c ~-~z~..z'k(A S '~ ~ z~ ~ z~.~, ,~ z~.x.,) . (T)(a) ----a'(yj) . Since yj is not eliminable in S', T must be of the form axi and there must be a term T' with a(xi) = .~(T')(a'). If T' is a term in T ({yi,..,yk}\{Yj}) , yj would be eliminable. Otherwise r' is of the form a'yj and we would get a(xi) = c3(a'yj)(a'). Hence 1) is onto. Assume finally a(xi) = ~(aiYh)(a') and a(xj) = ~(ajYh)(a') with xi ~ xj. Then there must be a term r with a'(yh) = ~(T)(a). Since xi and xj would be eliminable in S if T is a term in T ({xi, ..,xl}\{xi,xj}) , T is of the form axi or axj. If we extend the denotation function to terms and variable assignments c~, the definition of the satisfaction relation differs only in the clause for the equations from the usual one:
O/ ~M T ,~ T' iff ~(T)(C~) and ~(T')(C~) are defined and ~(T)(a) = .~(T')(~).
